
UNMANNED UNDERWATER VEHICLES

(UUVs)

INTRODUCTION

Unmanned Underwater Vehicles (UUV) are vehicles which are operated

underwater without a human occupant. These are also called underwater drones.

There are two concepts/categories of UUV: Remotely operated underwater

vehicles (ROVs), which are operated through a remote controller by humans and

Autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs), which operate without any human

interference. These are constantly being developed to uphold the benefits

necessary for science, marine industries, and the navy.

The military around the world use UUVs for Anti-Submarine Welfare (ASW),

Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR), and Mine

Counter-Measure (MCM). These are the critical technology for naval operations

and essentials for future war-related data-centric acquisition and operation.

Also, these underwater drones can use hostile and dangerous missions without

putting human life at stake [1][2][3].



________________________________________________________

OPERATIONAL CAPABILITIES OF A UUVS

VEHICLE:

● ROVs are aggressively developed for offshore industries due to their

teleoperation that allows them to perform underwater repairs, install,

monitor various pipes and operations, etc.[5]

● In operation, they receive information and instruction from an operator

onboard a ship or through an acoustic link.[6]

● AUVs are most complex as they rely on artificial intelligence since they go

vast depths in the ocean, which doesn’t allow radio-frequency transmission

and acoustic link transmission.

● As the sensor technology, computation power and battery technology

increase, the operational capabilities of the AUVs become more reliable

and self-operating with intelligent features.

● These vehicles have become one of the best alternatives for underwater

research due to their overall operation cost compared to mannered

vehicles.

● These have been used for monitoring any illegal drug trafficking on the

sea.

● Also, they have been used for missing flights that might have crashed on

the sea. Bluefin-21 AUV was searching for Malaysia Airlines Flight

370.[4]

● Military Application [3][7]:

1. Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance (ISR)

2. Mine Countermeasures (MCM)

3. Anti-Submarine Warfare (ASW)

4. Time Critical Strike (TCS)



5. Rapid environmental assessment - REA

6. Submarine Search and Rescue

7. ASW Training

8. Inspection/Identification (ID)

9. Oceanography/Hydrography

10.Undersea Test Platform

● Commercial Application

1. Oceanography/Hydrography

2. Payload Delivery

3. In-Stride Minefield Transits

4. Monitoring Undersea Infrastructure

5. Oil and Gas exploration

6. Undersea cable inspection

7. Nuclear-industry inspection

8. Commercial salvage and aquaculture

According to US Navy Master Plan, the UUVs are divided into four classes [8]:

1. Man-portable vehicle class

● 11 to 46 Kg displacement

● 10 to 20 hours endurance

● Launched from small watercraft manually

2. Lightweight vehicle class

● Up to 226 Kg displacement

●  20 to 40 hours of endurance

● Launched from RHIB using the launch-retriever system or by

cranes from surface ships



3. Heavyweight vehicle class

● Up to 1360 Kg displacement

● 40 to 80 hours of endurance

● Launched from submarines

4. Large vehicle class

● Up to 10 long tons displacement

● Launched from surface ships and submarines

________________________________________________________

FEATURES OF A UUVS:

Sensors

● Typical Payload sensors are magnetometers, multibeam echo

sounder, sub-bottom profiler, various cameras, CTD, volume search

sonar, synthetic aperture sonar or side.

● Very stable and low noise hydrodynamic platform for payload

sensors.

Navigation

● An Inertial Navigation System has been developed for the AUV to

calculate the AUV position, acceleration, and velocity through dead

reckoning.

● Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU) can be improved by Doppler

Velocity Log (DVL), which measures the rate of travel over the

seafloor.

● Pressure sensors are also used to measure the vertical position

(depth), even though DVL can measure depth and altitude. This is

done to filter the final navigation solution.



Propulsion

● Many propulsion techniques include a brushed or brushless electric

motor, gearbox, lip seal, and a propeller with or without the nozzle.

● A thruster unit is added, consisting of marine propellers and

hydraulic or electric motor systems used as propulsion devices. This

is done to maintain modularity.

● An additional, direct-drive thruster can increase its efficiency at the

highest level and noise at the lowest level.

● Advanced UUVs have a redundant shaft sealing system that

ensures a proper seal.

Power

● UUVs are powered by rechargeable batteries like

lithium-ion, lithium polymer, nickel-metal hydride etc

● These are implemented with Battery Management System (BMS)

● Latest battery technology with up to 100 hours endurance at 4

knots

● Larger UUVs might use aluminium-based semi-fuel cells, which

requires maintenance, and expensive refills

● An emerging trend is to combine different battery and power

systems with supercapacitors. [4][5]

These are various types of power sources used in UUVs [9]

Power

Source

Specific

energy/

Mass

(Kj/kg)

Cost

(Rs)

Range

per

charge or

per pack

(km)

Cycle

Life

Energy

cost per

km

Minimum

no of

cycles

Total distance

for life

of pack

(km)

Sealed lead

acid

110 18 Lakhs 150 300 0.59 12 45000

Nickel

Cadmium

140 52

Lakhs

190 1500 0.26 24 280000

Nickel

hydride

330 1.16

crores

430 1500 0.23 26 640000



Silver Zinc 580 1.16

crores

750 80 5.31 29 60000

Lithium Ion 470 6 Lakhs 610 800 0.63 34 490000

Manganese

Alkaline

490 - 640 1 14.91 1 640

Fuel Cell 1 720 - 940 - - - Limitless

Fuel Cell 2 360 - 540 - 470 - 710 - - - Limitless

Fuel Cell 3 370 - 480 - - - Limitless

________________________________________________________

ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES OF

OPERATING UUVS VEHICLES

Advantage Disadvantage

Increase Battery Life Needs cooling systems

High operational depth Needs accurate acoustic link

High Endurance Performances High Maintenance

Long-range by fuel cell system Highly extensive

High Data Acquisition Needs complex Algorithms

Autonomous or Tele-Operated Requires high computation power

________________________________________________________

MODERN UUVS MARKET DESIGNS

1. Robo-Shark / Robo-Fish:

● Chinese manufacturers developed it for military purposes like ISR,

survey, search, and communications.



● It has a high underwater speed and large payload capacity for its size.

● The shark inspired the design due to which the low flow noise was made

for the aerodynamic purpose.

● It has a sonar absorbing coating.

● It also has stealth features due to its shape and colour.

● The fish-tail propulsion has 80% efficiency, and it improved the power

consumption in terms of battery life.

● The fish-tail propulsion is also said to be quieter than conventional

propulsion, which is particularly important in naval warfare.

● It is also made of sound-absorbing material to reduce the noise further.

● It has been manufactured by Boya Gongdao Robot Technology. [10][11]

2. SwarmDiver:

● Swarm diver was developed and manufactured by Aqua Botox from

the United States.

● SwarmDiver is a hybrid of an Unmanned surface vehicle and an

Unmanned underwater vehicle

● It was primarily aimed at military purposes, environmental

monitoring, and research

● It has three models for a range of harbour defence, special forces,

ISR (Intelligence Surveillance and Reconnaissance), and

amphibious warfare uses.

● It is about 75 cm in length, weighs around 1.68 kg and can reach a

depth of 50 metres.



● It has a maximum flight time of 150 mins

● In addition, it can travel with a velocity of 8 km/hr due to its two

brushless DC motors

● It can only transmit data once it resurfaced

● One pilot is able to operate multiple of them simultaneously

● It can be autonomous

● There are three types of SwarmDiver [11]:

1. Stealth:

● It has a robust digital camouflage to increase

survivability

● Low noise motor and no external lights

2. Nightline:

● It is designed for covert operations and Special

Forces.

● It has an ultraviolet reflecting coating which is

more accessible at night time to recover when at

the specific frequency of ultraviolet light, it gets

illuminated

● It has a low noise motor.

3. Edge:

● It has high-intensity lights to help use it as a

visible marker, mine corridor marking,

beach/obstacle, the portable boundary in the

water during an operation.

● Specification:

1. Length: 0.75 meters

2. Weight: 1.7 appro kg



3. Speed: 4.3 knots

4. Diving depth: 50 meters

5. Endurance: 2.5 hours

6. Comms: Dual radio (900 MHz/ 2.4 GHz)

3. Nerpa anti-diver:

● It was developed by Russian during a border conflict with Ukraine;

To protect against Ukrainian combat swimmers.

● The cost of development was 10 million rubles (1 ruble = approx 1

Rupee).

● It was operated remotely.

● It uses sonar for the guidance system.

● The drone was incorporated with APS or Special Underwater

Automatic Rifle.

● The calliper was 5.66 x 39 mm long and tapered, which penetrated

perfectly and accurately in water.

● The drone's speed was adjusted to an average speed of divers, which

is around 1 knot (1.8 km per hour).

● The low speed was related to the shooting of APS, which would be

difficult at high speeds

● To maintain stability underwater, the drone has a horizontal

thruster and two vertical thrusters during firing. [11]



● Specifications:

1. Length: 1.2 meters approx.

2. Range: 80 meters from the transmission node

3. Weight: 30 kg

4. Operation depth: 50 meters

5. Speed: 1 knot

6. Endurance: 4 hours

4. REMUS 600:

● REMUS stands for Remote Environmental Monitoring Unit System

● It’s been currently used by the British Navy, the US Navy, and the

Japanese Maritime Self Defence Force [2].



● This is the largest REMUS vehicle which provides spaces and power

for necessary challenging missions

● It has the ability to go deeper and carry complex sensors for the

missions

● It can be used for various purposes like

1. Hydrographic Surveys

2. Marine Research

3. Mine Countermeasure Operations

4. Environmental Monitoring

5. Debris Field Mapping

6. Search & Salvage Operations

7. Fisheries Research

8. Scientific Sampling and Mapping

9. ISR

● It can be reconfigured for a wide range of variety for the customer

payload

● It delivers high endurances

● The battery can be charged or exchanged with an optional battery

● Specifications:

1. Vehicle diameter:

● 32.4 cm for 600 m depth configurations

● Various depending on configurations

2. Vehicle length: Min 9 ft to Max 18 ft

3. Weight: Min 220 Kg to Max 385 Kg

4. Operation depth: 600 metres to 1500 metres

5. Energy:

● 5.4 kWh rechargeable Li-ion battery

● The second 5.4 kWh battery tray is optional

● exchangeable battery option available



6. Endurance: Up to 24 hours (depending on mission)

7. Velocity Range: Up to 2.3 m/s (> 4 knots) [12]

8. Propulsion System:

● Direct drive DC brushless motor to an open two-bladed

propeller

5. Manta Ray Long-Range UUV Project:

● It has been developed by Defence Advanced Research Projects

Agency, United States

● The project is under development from 2020

● This project aimed to allow payload capable enough for long

endurance and range

● It currently aims to solve issues like Battery Management systems

(BMS). Reliability, biofouling, corrosion control, and other areas.

● The completed preliminary design review (phase 1), and later this

year, the performance will be advanced and fabricated for phase 2

[11][13].



________________________________________________________

FLOWCHART - DESIGNING AND DEVELOPING

PROCESS



________________________________________________________

CHALLENGES

Vehicle Design Challenge:

There are multiple challenges while designing an Unmanned Underwater

Vehicle (UUV) due to the numerous major complicated systems and conditions it

must be operated in. With the development of autonomous and sensor

technology, there are numerous possibilities these systems can be used in, but

these results are needed to make dense algorithms and coding. These algorithms

and coding need multiple optimizations over time and are difficult to spot errors

due to their length. One of the most challenging engineering problems is battery

technology or fuel cell technology, as they are the primary key to endurance and

range. As both are temperature sensitive and corrosive, they require high

advanced management systems to operate efficiently. Also, coming to the

mechanical design side, they are challenging to design due to high pressure

underwater and the drag in the water. To reduce the drag, this needs a massive

amount of CFD runs and real-time testing. Also, due to high pressure, there is

research and development from the material science perspective to make sure

they can deep dives and strength to weight are high to make them durable. This

means the high level of elements, and which leads to structural and behavioural

complexity. So, with multiple elements, they require a specific type of

manufacturing and treatment. All these results into one of the essential parts: to

have a good team of skilled and creative people to overall engineering challenge

as these vehicles are either built for special military and navy services. Also,

they need high demanding and software infrastructure requirements and good

technical partnerships. These all come with substantial massive investment



costs, which can result inbuilt or break a project. UUV isn’t a short-term project,

and they usually take more than a year and lots of testing and optimization,

which can take months and years to perfect. They also require approval from the

government for testing as these vehicles can be used in the wrong place and

wrong purpose [14].

________________________________________________________

CONCLUSION

In recent years, there has been enormous demand for the development of

unmanned underwater vehicles. They have a wide range of scope due to their

unmanned and autonomous systems, which have a revolutionary concept. There

are many applications in fisheries, research, marine and oil, military, and navy

industries. AUVs are valued for their expansion and replacement ability; they

can be deployed in perilous and unfamiliar ecosystems without risking human

divers. In upcoming years, these can replace the massive submarines due to this

efficiency, long data collection, can be weaponized for military and navy missions,

and are economical prices. With constant development and growth for

orientation and movement control, the application for ROVs and AUVs are

routing towards autonomous vehicles. With these upcoming new control

methods, there will be more than one method to improve their characteristics

and smoother control. As this grow continuous, there will be massive

development in the upcoming years

________________________________________________________
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